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Potential Lifshitz transition at optimal substitution in
nematic pnictide Ba1−xSrxNi2As2

Dushyant M. Narayan1*, Peipei Hao1, Rafał Kurleto1, Bryan S. Berggren1, A. Garrison Linn1,
Christopher Eckberg2, Prathum Saraf2, John Collini2, Peter Zavalij3, Makoto Hashimoto4,
Donghui Lu4, Rafael M. Fernandes5, Johnpierre Paglione2,6, Daniel S. Dessau1*

BaNi2As2 is a structural analog of the pnictide superconductor BaFe2As2, which, like the iron-based supercon-
ductors, hosts a variety of ordered phases including charge density waves (CDWs), electronic nematicity, and
superconductivity. Upon isovalent Sr substitution on the Ba site, the charge and nematic orders are suppressed,
followed by a sixfold enhancement of the superconducting transition temperature (Tc). To understand the mech-
anisms responsible for enhancement of Tc, we present high-resolution angle-resolved photoemission spectro-
scopy (ARPES) measurements of the Ba1−xSrxNi2As2 series, which agree well with our density functional theory
(DFT) calculations throughout the substitution range. Analysis of our ARPES-validated DFT results indicates a
Lifshitz transition and reasonably nested electron and hole Fermi pockets near optimal substitution where Tc is
maximum. These nested pockets host Ni dxz/dyz orbital compositions, which we associate with the enhancement
of nematic fluctuations, revealing unexpected connections to the iron-pnictide superconductors. This gives cre-
dence to a scenario in which nematic fluctuations drive an enhanced Tc.
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INTRODUCTION
The interplay between normal-state electronically ordered states
and superconductivity has long been identified as key to under-
standing high-temperature superconductivity. In the case of the
iron pnictide superconductors, such as BaFe2As2, superconductivity
coexists with spin-density wave order and electronic nematicity [for
a recent review, see (1)].

Recently, BaNi2As2, a structural analog of BaFe2As2, crystallizing
in the same high-temperature body-centered tetragonal (BCT)
structure (space group I4/mmm) (2, 3), has been found to exhibit
charge density wave (CDW) order and electronic nematicity
without any evidence for magnetic order (4–11).

As a function of Sr substitution on the Ba site, a rich phase
diagram was uncovered (see Fig. 1A), exhibiting bidirectional in-
commensurate charge order (12) and electronic nematic order
(5), followed by a structural transition into a low-symmetry triclinic
phase (space group P1), and a commensurate CDW lock-in transi-
tion at lower temperatures. These phases’ corresponding transition
temperatures are suppressed upon increasing Sr substitution, such
that at a critical Sr concentration of x ~ 0.72, they are fully sup-
pressed, and the superconducting transition temperature is in-
creased sixfold (5).

The resulting phase diagram (see Fig. 1A) of Ba1−xSrxNi2As2
thus shows remarkable similarity to the prototypical iron-pnictide
superconductor BaFe2As2, displaying a putative nematic quantum
critical point (QCP) (13), but with the notable absence of magnetic

ordering. Several theoretical works have shown that nematic fluctu-
ations can lead to a sharp enhancement of Tc (14–19), even if
another primary pairing mechanism is at play. In iron pnictides
such as BaFe2As2, it is difficult to disentangle contributions from
spin and magnetic fluctuations toward pairing. In iron chalcogen-
ides such as S-doped FeSe, where magnetic order is absent, the pu-
tative nematic QCP seems to have little impact on Tc (20).
Therefore, BaNi2As2 offers a unique platform to investigate the in-
terplay between electronic nematicity and pairing (21), without the
interfering effects of magnetic fluctuations (9).

In this work, we resolve the electronic structure of the high-tem-
perature tetragonal phase of Ba1−xSrxNi2As2 as a function of Sr sub-
stitution, through a combination of density functional theory (DFT)
and angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) experi-
ments. Some of the early ARPES work on the parent compound
BaNi2As2 found reasonable agreement with DFT (22) but did not
see evidence of charge ordering and band back folding. More
recent work found evidence of the unidirectional CDW in the tri-
clinic phase of the parent (x = 0) compound by performing ARPES
under strain (6). In contrast, our work reports successful measure-
ments of the Sr-substituted compounds as well as accurate DFT cal-
culations that use structural data refined from x-ray
diffraction (XRD).

Unlike the case of the iron pnictides, for this nickel pnictide, we
find very good agreement with DFT, with negligible chemical po-
tential shifts and minimal band mass enhancements. After validat-
ing the DFT results with the ARPES data along the main high
symmetry planes, we analyze the DFT band structure at other kz
values to elucidate the evolution of the electronic structure as a
function of Sr substitution. We identify a potential Lifshitz transi-
tion near optimal substitution in which the N-point hole pockets
sink below the Fermi level (see the Brillouin zone in Fig. 1B). Pre-
ceding the Lifshitz transition, the Ni d-orbital content of the inner-
most P-point electron pocket, which is displaced from the N points
by the momenta (π,0,0) and (0,π,0), changes from dx2−y2
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dominated at low Sr concentration to dxz/dyz dominated near the
Lifshitz transition. The N pocket, on the other hand, has mixed
dxz/dyz, and dxy orbital character, with increasing dominance of
the dxz/dyz orbitals near the Lifshitz transition. The similar dxz/dyz
orbital compositions between the hole and electron pockets set the
conditions for the enhancement of B1g nematic fluctuations, akin to
the situation involving the Γ and X Fermi pockets in the iron pnic-
tides—the latter being separated by (±π,π,0), leading to B2g nema-
ticity (23). The fact that the substitution level at which this proposed
Lifshitz transition takes place corresponds to the substitution level
where superconductivity is maximal and nematic fluctuations are
enhanced is consistent with the idea that the pairing interaction ac-
quires important contributions from fluctuations of the nematic
order near the putative QCP.

RESULTS
Figure 1B shows the three-dimensional (3D) Brillouin zonewith the
high-symmetry points labeled, while Fig. 1C shows our DFT-calcu-
lated Fermi surface (FS) for the parent (x = 0) compound BaNi2As2.
Two of the FS sheets centered at the X = (π,π,0) point are

approximately cylindrical with minimal kz dependence, as expected
for a layered material. A third FS sheet centered at the X point also
has a piece enclosed in kz, which can be seen midzone along the Σ −
Γ − Σ direction. Note also the small pocket shown in blue that is
centered at the N = (π,0,π/2) point [and another one at the symme-
try-related (0,π,π/2) point], which will undergo the Lifshitz transi-
tion as a function of Sr substitution. In Fig. 1 (D to F), 2D ARPES FS
maps of the x = 0, x = 0.6, and x = 0.8 compounds are shown with
the DFT FS overlaid. Photon energies were chosen to place the data
in the kz = 0 plane (black lines) for each respective compound.
Because of the changing lattice parameters as a function of Sr sub-
stitution, different photon energies are required to reach kz = 0 for
each compound (see the Supplementary Materials). In addition, the
data show evidence for states scattered from the kz = π plane (orange
lines), which could be due to an extrinsic process that scatters states
along kz, or could be evidence of surface states.

The agreement between the DFT calculations and the ARPES
data is overall good to excellent for all substitution levels studied.
The FS at the kz = 0 plane for all compounds consists of three
main electron pockets, two centered at the X point, and a third
that has a piece of FS enclosed around the X point and another

Fig. 1. Schematic phase diagram of Ba1−xSrxNi2As2 and ARPES Fermi Surface (FS) maps as a function of Sr substitution with results from density functional
theory (DFT) calculations overlaid. (A) Temperature and Sr substitution dependence of the triclinic/commensurate charge density wave (CCDW) phase transitions, as
well as of the nematic/incommensurate charge density wave (ICCDW) phase transitions. The superconducting (SC) phase is shown with Tcmultiplied by 10, highlighting
the sixfold enhancement at a critical substitution of approximately x = 0.72, as reported in (5). For x in the range of 0.5 < x < 0.72, the SC appears to be filamentary (12). Red
dashed line indicates the substitution level of the Lifshitz transition in the tetragonal phase, where the N = (π,0,π/2)–point hole pocket [blue pocket in (C)] is pushed below
the Fermi level. (B) BCT Brillouin zone and its high-symmetry points. (C) 3D rendering of x = 0 parent compound FS, as obtained from our DFT calculations.. (D to F) ARPES
FS maps of three substitution levels, all taken in the tetragonal phase at 200 K and with photon energies of 100, 115, and 75 eV, respectively. The kz values were deter-
mined from photon-energy scans to be cutting through the Γ point. Each FS plot also contains overlays of the FS obtained from DFT by using each respective structure
determined by XRD. Because of either an extrinsic scattering process or surface states, additional sets of replica bands that appear to be from kz = π are observed, as shown
by the orange replica lines.
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piece that is enclosed in kz midzone, and can be seen in the Γ to Σ
direction. There is also one hole pocket at the N point, shown in the
3D FS of Fig. 1C, which is not shown in the ARPES FS maps,
because it is located in the kz = π/2 plane. Upon Sr substitution,
the innermost electron pocket centered at the X point is markedly
reduced in size. Because Sr is isovalent to Ba, this process should be
charge neutral, implying that the charge must be redistributed
between the pockets as a function of Sr substitution. We will
show later that the shrinking of the X-point electron pocket is
linked to the Lifshitz transition of the hole pocket at the N point,
for which other kz values need to be explored.

In Fig. 2, ARPES energy dispersion E(k) cuts of the x = 0, x = 0.6,
and x = 0.8 compounds are shown, together with the corresponding
DFT results. The energy dispersion cuts also show excellent agree-
ment with DFT, similar to the FS maps, which, unlike in the iron
pnictides, do not require shifting of the chemical potential or of
the bottom/top of the bands (24, 25). The comparison to the DFT
results reveals the existence in the spectra of states scattered from
different kz planes, as indicated in the legend of Fig. 2. For the Σ
− Γ − Σ cuts shown in Fig. 2 (B to D), an extra band originally cen-
tered at the Z point is seen at Γ (orange) for the x = 0 and x = 0.6
compounds. For the X-X cuts, one additional band from kz = π/2 is
also visible (in orange). To match the ARPES and DFT bands, the
outer electron pockets required a small renormalization factor
between 1.25 and 1.3, which indicates that the measured bands
have slightly higher mass than those predicted by the DFT. This re-
normalization was performed about the Fermi level Ef, indicating
that this is a self-energy effect, rather than a purely structural
effect. This mass renormalization is much smaller than what is
found in iron-based superconductors (1, 26), indicating the weak
nature of correlations in the Ba1−xSrxNi2As2 family of materials.

Figure 3 shows ARPES FSs in the kz − kx plane. Figure 3 (A and
B) again shows the good agreement between the DFT-derived FSs
and the ARPES spectra. In Fig. 3 (C,D and E), we can see an alter-
native view of the evolution of the FS as a function of Sr substitution.
In particular, we can see the N pocket, highlighted in blue,“pinching
off” in the kz direction near optimal substitution of x ∼ 0.75. In
Fig. 3A, if we interrogate the ARPES spectra closely, we can see
that the spectral weight appears to be smooth and uninterrupted
along the N-N direction in kz, while in Fig. 3B, we can see that
the spectral weight appears “interrupted” at the N point. We do
not, however, in this case, see a direct view of the N pocket. The
inability to directly view the N pocket in kz data in this way is
related to the insensitivity of ARPES to states in the midzone in
kz. First, ARPES kz data suffer from reduced kz resolution due to
short inelastic mean-free paths of photoelectrons emitted in the
photoemission process (which leads to the surface sensitivity of
ARPES spectra). In addition, ARPES has the greatest sensitivity to
the states at the Brillouin zone edges (kz = 0, kz = π), where the bands
are flat in kz, giving them an enhanced density of states and greater
cross section. Because of these two sets of issues, midzone states are
harder to decouple from other states found in close proximity in kz.
Although this is not a direct method of resolving the N pocket, we
believe that this signature of “gapping” of the spectral weight in the
kz data lends credence to our proposed scenario of a Lifshitz tran-
sition occurring near the optimal substitution level of x ∼ 0.75.

DISCUSSION
Because of the excellent agreement between DFT and ARPES
spectra as shown in Figs. 1 to 3, we now interrogate the DFT-
derived electronic structure at other kz planes to look for systematic

Fig. 2. ARPES E(k) energy-dispersion cuts as a function of Sr substitution. (A) Schematic FS of the x = 0 compound with the Brillouin zone and high-symmetry points
shown in red. Blue dashed lines indicate the k-space orientation of the cuts Σ− Γ− Σ (cut 1) and X-X (cut 2). (B toD) E(k) energy dispersion along cut 1 for the x = 0, x = 0.6,
and x = 0.8 compounds, respectively. Photon energies used were 100, 115, and 75 eV for x = 0, x = 0.6, and x = 0.8 compounds. Black and orange curves are the E(k)
dispersions obtained from DFT calculations with no renormalization or chemical potential shift but from different kz planes. (E toG) E(k) energy dispersion along cut 2 for
the x = 0, x = 0.6, and x= 0.8 compounds, respectively. Overlays in black/orange are also obtained fromDFT calculations with no chemical potential shift but from different
kz planes. The two bands that comprise the outermost of the two pockets centered at the X point requiredmass renormalizations about Ef of 1.25, 1.25, and 1.3 for x = 0, x
= 0.6, and x = 0.8, respectively. These bands have a dominant dxy character according to the DFT calculations (see the Supplementary Materials).
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changes as a function of Sr substitution and the accompanying
structural changes in the lattice. The excellent agreement also
gives us additional confidence in the orbital projections predicted
by DFT. For the electronic structure in the kz = 0 plane, these
orbital projections, restricted here to the subspace of the Ni d-orbit-
als, indicate that the outer pockets at the X point have substantial dxy
character (see the Supplementary Materials). Because these states
are the ones that require a slight mass renormalization, as discussed
in the previous section, this indicates that the dxy orbital is slightly
more correlated than the other d-orbitals, a trend also seen in the
iron-based superconductors (1, 26). While the larger mass renorm-
alization of dxy states points toward similar orbital-dependent
physics as found in the iron-based superconductors, the relative
weakness of the renormalization indicates weaker correlation
effects in this material system. This is not unexpected, because Ni
in BaNi2As2 has a nominal 3d8 valence, while Fe has a nominal 3d6
valence in BaFe2As2. Thus, BaNi2As2 is further away from the 3d5
valence where correlations are expected to be the most impor-
tant (27).

Figure 4 shows the FSs and Ni d-orbital projections as a function
of Sr substitution in the N-P (i.e., kz = π/2) plane, where we recall, N
= (π,0,π/2) [with a symmetry-related point at (0,π,π/2), and P = (π,π,
π/2)]. Note that, as explained in the Supplementary Materials, or-
bitals from the As and even the Ba atoms also contribute substantial

spectral weights for the Fermi pockets at this kz plane, particularly in
the case of the innermost P pocket, for which the As contribution is
slightly larger than the Ni contribution. For the purposes of our dis-
cussion, we will focus hereafter only on the Ni d-orbitals. At the
Fermi level, the system has substantial dxy (red), dx2 − y2
(orange), and dyz/dxz character (blue/green). All Ni d-orbital projec-
tions show strong energy, and momentum dependence, as well as
substantial hybridization. An important set of states to consider
are those that form a small hole pocket at the N point (blue
pocket in Fig. 1C). While this pocket is seen clearly in Fig. 4 (A
to C), it is absent in Fig. 4D. As shown in Fig. 4E, which displays
energy dispersion cuts along the P-N-P direction, the band giving
rise to the N = (π,0,π/2)–point hole pocket is dominantly dx2 − y2 in
character at deeper binding energies, whereas it becomes predom-
inantly dyz in character at the Fermi level—within the Ni d-orbital
subspace, as explained above. Accordingly, the dominant Ni d-
orbital for the symmetry-related Fermi pocket at N = (0,π,π/2)
has a predominant dxz character at the Fermi level. Along the
N � Γ � Ndirection, as shown by the energy cut of Fig. 4I, the
hole-pocket bands have a dominant dxy character at deeper
binding energies, which switches to a dominant dyz/dxz character
at the top of the bands, near the Fermi level.

Besides the orbital composition of the set of states at N and P,
Fig. 4 also shows their evolution as a function of Sr substitution.

Fig. 3. ARPES kz scans and DFT comparison. (A) FSmap of the kx − kz plane extracted fromphoton-energy scan of the x = 0.6 compoundwith DFT overlay (orange). Scan
shows continuous spectral weight along the N-N direction, indicating a possible signature of the N pocket. (B) FS map of the kx − kz plane extracted from photon-energy
scan of the x = 0.8 compound with DFT overlay (orange). In contrast to the x = 0.6 scan, the spectral weight at the N points appears interrupted, potentially indicating the
absence of the pocket at the Fermi level. (C) DFT-calculated FS in the kx − kz plane of the x = 0.6 compound. The N pocket is highlighted in blue. (D) DFT-calculated FS in
the kx − kz plane of the x = 0.75 compound showing the N pocket “pinching off” (blue). (E) DFT-calculated FS in the kx − kz plane of the x = 0.8 compound showing the
completion of the Lifshitz transition. The pocket has completely disappeared, and the spectral weight is discontinuous along the N-N direction in kz.
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As explained above, the top panels show the FSs in the kz = π/2
plane; the middle panels show P-N-P energy dispersion cuts corre-
sponding to the vertical black dashed line along the Brillouin zone
edge in Fig. 4A; and the bottom panels show the N � Γ � N energy
dispersion cuts, corresponding to the horizontal black dashed line
in Fig. 4A. There is a clear qualitative change in the FS with Sr sub-
stitution, namely, a suppression of the hole pocket centered at the N
point and a concomitant shrinking of the innermost P-centered
electron pocket. As discussed above, such charge redistribution is
expected, as the Sr atoms are nominally isovalent to the Ba atoms
they are replacing, and the total charge of the system is not expected
to change upon substitution. This is also consistent with our obser-
vation of the shrinking of the X-centered electron pocket for in-
creasing Sr concentration along the kz = 0 plane. As the P
electron pocket shrinks, its dominant Ni d-orbital composition at
the Fermi level also changes from dx2 − y2 to dyz/dxz.

Upon further increase of the chemical substitution, the N FS
pocket completely disappears at the critical substitution of x ≈
0.75, at which point the relevant bands are fully below Ef. Similarly,
in the view of the kz − kx plane shown in Fig. 3 (C to E), this N FS
pocket “pinches off” at the critical substitution of x ≈ 0.75. This

change in FS topology is termed a Lifshitz transition and has also
been observed in connection with superconductivity in other mate-
rials such as doped SrTiO3 (28, 29) and Co-doped BaFe2As2 (30). As
seen from the phase diagram in Fig. 1A, the substitution level at
which this Lifshitz transition occurs aligns closely with the end of
the triclinic, CDW, and nematic transition lines. Moreover, as
shown in (5), this is the same concentration where nematic fluctu-
ations and the superconducting Tc are enhanced. It was also report-
ed that for Sr content greater than critical substitution, there was no
long-range charge order detected in the system (5). This leads us to
focus on nematicity and nematic fluctuations near critical substitu-
tion, as there is a continuous increase in superconducting Tc when
approaching critical substitution (from x = 1 to x ∼ 0.75), concom-
itant with rising nematic fluctuations without any evidence of
charge order.

These empirical observations thus demonstrate an unexpected
link between the Lifshitz transition found in our work and the en-
hanced superconducting Tc and nematic fluctuations observed else-
where (see the phase diagram in Fig. 1A) (5). One possible scenario
to account for this relationship borrows from results that have been
widely applied to elucidate electronic nematicity in iron-based

Fig. 4. Calculated DFT FSs showing a Lifshitz transition as a function of Sr substitution. (A) The FS of the x = 0 parent compound in the kz = π/2 N-P plane. There are
three electron pockets centered at the P point and one hole pocket centered at the N point. Vertical black dashed lines denote the P-N-P cut in (E) to (H), while horizontal
dashed lines indicate the N � Γ � N cut in (I) to (L). The color scaling indicates the dominant orbital character of each band within the subspace of Ni d-orbitals, which
changes with energy and momentum. (B) x = 0.6 FS in the kz = π/2 N-P plane. Both the innermost electron pocket at the P point and the hole pocket at the N point have
shrunk. (C) FS of the x = 0.75 compound in the kz = π/2 N-P plane, close to the critical substitution where the Lifshitz transition takes place. The N pocket has all but
disappeared, and the innermost P pocket continues to get smaller. Arrows indicate the coupling between the dxz states on the N hole pocket and on the P electron pocket
(green), as well as the coupling between the dyz states on the same pockets (blue). (D) FS of the x = 0.8 compound in the kz = π/2 N-P plane. The Lifshitz transition is
complete, and the N hole pocket has been pushed below the Fermi level. The innermost P pocket has shrunk. Panels (E) to (H) and (I) to (L) show the energy dispersion

along the P-N-P and N � Γ � N cuts, respectively, as a function of Sr substitution (x = 0, x = 0.6, x = 0.75, x = 0.8), showing the N-point hole pocket being pushed below the
Fermi level, which is indicated by the violet dashed line.
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superconductors (31). In the itinerant model for nematicity in the
iron pnictides, a hole pocket is reasonably nested with two symme-
try-related electron pockets (32). In the coordinate system of the 1-
Fe Brillouin zone, the hole pocket is centered at either Γ = (0,0,0) or
M = (π,π,0), whereas the symmetry-related electron pockets are
located at X = (π,0,0) and Y = (0,π,0) (see schematic of Fig. 5B).
The proximity to nesting enhances density-wave fluctuations at
the wave vectors corresponding to X and Y. In this case, strong
nesting and a corresponding large peak in the susceptibility that
would lead to long-range order is not required. The proximity to
nesting between these symmetry-related pockets is what enhances
the fluctuations. These are magnetic fluctuations, in the case of re-
pulsive interactions, or charge fluctuations, in the case of attractive
interactions (31).

Nematicity then emerges from the relative strength between the
nesting-driven fluctuations at the X and at the Y wave vectors in
which density-wave fluctuations around one of the ordering
vectors are larger or smaller than the fluctuations around the
other ordering vector. The key idea is that nematic order emerges
to lift the degeneracy (i.e., “frustration”) between these two fluctua-
tion channels (33, 34), which is closely related to the itinerant
version of the celebrated order-by-disorder mechanism widely
studied in frustrated magnets (35). If the nesting is good, then
there will be a density-wave instability. However, as the nesting con-
dition worsens, long-range magnetic and nematic order is sup-
pressed toward a putative nematic QCP, where nematic
fluctuations persist. In the coordinate system of the 1-Fe unit cell,
the nematic order corresponds to inequivalent x0 and y0 directions,
i.e., B01gnematicity. Transforming back to the crystallographic 2-Fe
unit, it becomes B2g nematicity. Several works have shown that the
orbital content of the Fermi pockets plays an essential role in this
scenario (23, 36, 37). For instance, random phase approximation
(RPA) calculations of the five-orbital model in (23) showed that
the largest component of the nematic susceptibility arises from
the configuration of a single hole pocket (the M hole pocket in
Fig. 5B) and two electron pockets (the X/Y electron pockets) with
similar orbital composition (in this case, dxy0 in the figure). This

theoretical framework in the iron pnictides has made experimental
predictions, which appear to have been verified, such as the sign
change of the resistivity anisotropy with hole doping (38) or the
scaling between shearmodulus and spin-lattice relaxation time (39).

We can now directly apply these results to the case of
Ba1−xSrxNi2As2. Being a weakly correlated material, as we showed
here, the itinerant description should work very well. While there
is no FS nesting in the kz = 0 plane, there is reasonable nesting at
kz = π/2 between the two N hole pockets and the inner P electron
pocket for a wide range of x values, as shown in Fig. 4 (A and B).
Similar to the iron-pnictide case described above, the nesting
vectors are along the (π,0,0) and (0,π,0) directions (note, however,
that the coordinate system here refers to the crystallographic 2-Ni
Brillouin zone). In contrast to the pnictides, however, the orbital
compositions of the hole and electron pockets do not match for
low Sr concentrations. In particular, as also shown in fig. S7, for
small x, the dominant Ni d-orbital for the P pocket is dx2 − y2,
which in turn contributes almost no spectral weight to the N
pockets. It is only near the Lifshitz transition that the dominant
Ni d-orbital for the P electron pocket changes to dyz/dxz, thus
matching the Ni d-orbital composition of the N hole pockets
along the ordering vectors (blue and green arrows in Figs. 4C,
4G, and 5A). As the Sr concentration is increased, the pocket
sizes become different, which suppresses long-range nematic or
density-wave order toward the putative QCP. As the FS undergoes
the Lifshitz transition, nesting conditions have fully deteriorated,
which is consistent with the observed absence of long-range
nematic or other types of order and with the subsequent enhance-
ment of the nematic fluctuations at optimal substitution. This anal-
ysis thus potentially reveals an unexpected connection between the
iron and nickel pnictides.

In summary, systematic ARPES measurements were carried out
in the tetragonal phase of the Ba1−xSrxNi2As2 system detailing the
electronic structure of the Sr-substituted compounds. In addition,
ab initio calculations of the electronic structure through the substi-
tution range were performed, showing remarkable agreement with
experiment. All bands have been assigned successfully, with

Fig. 5. Comparison of nesting enhanced nematic fluctuations in Ba1−xSrxNi2As2 versus the Fe-pnictides. (A) x = 0.75 Ba1−xSrxNi2As2 FS in the kz = π/2 plane showing
only the relevant N (π,0,π/2)/(0,π,π/2) hole and P (π,π,π/2) electron pockets with their dominant Ni d-orbital projections. Arrows delineate orbitally matched (dxz/dyz)
nesting between N hole pocket and the innermost P electron pocket. In this coordinate system (2-Ni), nematic fluctuations will follow a B1g symmetry, which is consistent
with experimental observations (5). (B) Fe-pnictide FS with Fe d-orbital projections from (23) in the 1-Fe unit cell. Arrows delineate orbitally matched (dxy0) nesting
between M (π,π,0) hole pocket and X (π,0,0)/(0,π,0) electron pockets. In this coordinate system, nematic fluctuations will follow a B1g symmetry. When back-folded
into the crystallographic 2-Fe Brillouin zone, this yields B2g symmetry. Panel (B) is adapted with permission from (23). Copyright (2016) by the American Physical Society.
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renormalization factors close to unity, indicating the weakly corre-
lated nature of this material system.

Using the ARPES-validated DFT band dispersions, we found ev-
idence for a potential Lifshitz transition near the critical substitu-
tion x ∼ 0.75, which onsets concomitantly with the sixfold
increase of Tc. We used results from an itinerant model originally
developed to describe nematicity of iron pnictides to argue that the
approach to the Lifshitz transition sets the conditions for the emer-
gence of enhanced electronic nematic fluctuations due to reason-
ably nested electron and hole pockets at the P and N points of the
Brillouin zone. The nesting wave vectors connect regions of differ-
ent FSs with similar dyz/dxz dominant Ni d-orbital character, reveal-
ing an unexpected connection between iron and nickel pnictides.
Moreover, being directed along the x and y axes in the crystallo-
graphic 2-Ni Brillouin zone, they support electronic nematicity in
the same channel as that observed experimentally (B1g). The scenar-
io of enhanced nematic fluctuations enabled by the Lifshitz transi-
tion is consistent with the elastoresistance data of (5) at the x ∼ 0.75
substitution level and with the assessment in that paper that nem-
aticity in this compound changes from lattice-driven at small x to
electronically driven for larger x. Such nematic fluctuations are also
likely responsible for the sixfold enhancement of Tc. While it is pos-
sible that nematic fluctuations on their own can promote pairing
(14–19), a more likely scenario for Ba1−xSrxNi2As2 is that they
boost a conventional electron-phonon pairing interaction (40).
Future ARPES studies of the detailed temperature-dependent scat-
tering rates on each of the major bands would likely help uncover
the role of these fluctuations and their relationship to the relevant
orbitals near optimal substitution. The Ba1−xSrxNi2As2 system is
thus fertile ground to explore the rich physics associated with
nematic quantum criticality, enabling connections with other fam-
ilies of superconductors (21), particularly the iron-based
superconductors.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Single-crystal growth
Crystals were grown from Ba, Sr, and NiAs in a ratio of 1-x:x:4, with
excess NiAs to act as a flux at high temperatures. The combination
was placed in an alumina crucible and sealed in a quartz tube in an
argon atmosphere. The reaction mixture was heated to 1180°C, held
at 1180°C for 12 hours to homogenize the mixture, and slowly
cooled to 980°C at 2°C/hour. The furnace was then turned off
and allowed to cool to room temperature. Crystals with dimensions
of 2 mm by 2 mm by 0.5 mm, with the shortest axis universally
being the c axis, were extracted mechanically from the flux. The
chemical compositions of the resulting crystals were determined
using a combination of energy-dispersive spectroscopy and
single-crystal x-ray refinements.

Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
For ARPES experiments, crystals were cleaved at pressures better
than 5 × 10−11 torr in situ and were measured at a temperature of
200 K so as to stay in the tetragonal phase. ARPES measurements
shown here were carried out at beamline 5-2 of the Stanford Syn-
chrotron Research Laboratory (SSRL) and beamline 7 (Microscopic
and Electronic STRucture Observatory, MAESTRO) of the Ad-
vanced Light Source (ALS), with other additional data taken at
beamline 4 (meV Resolution Line, MERLIN) of the ALS, and at

beamline i05 of the Diamond Light Source. The measurements at
SSRL were undertaken using a Scienta DA30 Analyzer where the
energy resolution was better than 15 meV, and the angular resolu-
tion was 0.1°. The measurements at MAESTRO were taken using a
modified Scienta R4000 Analyzer, where the energy resolution was
~15meV, and the angular resolution was 0.1°. Specific experimental
parameters for each spectrum and FS map are listed in the figure
captions.

Density functional theory
To compare results of ARPES measurements with theory, we calcu-
lated the electronic structure of each compound using single-unit
cells with lattice parameters and Wyckoff parameters directly ex-
tracted from XRD refinements performed at 250 K. The XRD
data used in this work were previously reported in (5). Substitution
effects were not treated in a supercell approach, and no cell relaxa-
tion was performed. DFT calculations were carried out using the
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof exchange correlation functional, which
uses the generalized gradient approximation as implemented in
the Questaal suite of electronic structure tools (41). These calcula-
tions were all-electron, full-potential calculations, in contrast to pre-
vious work that used a pseudopotential approach (22). For the x = 0
parent calculation, Ba was included, but for x = 0.6, x = 0.75, and x =
0.8 calculations, Ba was fully substituted for Sr. Calculations used a
k-space grid of 14 × 14 × 14, with a “gmax” basis set cutoff of 12. For
more information about the Questaal package and its implementa-
tion of density functional methods, please refer to (41). The Fermi
surface of Fig 1C was calculated using the Vienna Ab-Initio Simu-
latrion Package (VASP) at the generalized gradient approximation
level using pseudopotentials (42, 43). The 3D rendering was per-
formed using PyProcar (44).

Supplementary Materials
This PDF file includes:
Supplementary Materials
Figs. S1 to S7
Table S1
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